The unusual interactions in organic liquids such as methane derivatives, arenes, and alkanes by the infrared (IR) method were revealed. The transformations of molecular shapes, arising from nonclassical hydrogen and dihydrogen bonds, as well as water factor provide the existence of supramolecular structures in organic fluids. The interpretation of the obtained results in terms of the quantum-chemical calculations has been suggested.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanism of interactions in organic fluids is still not quite clear [1] . The formation of the condensed phase in general is interpreted as the action of relatively weak van der Waals or dispersive forces, arising between temporary dipoles [2] . The hydrogen or dihydrogen bond can also be considered as a providing factor in the formation of the liquid state [3] .
A direct experimental definition of the structural parameters for organic liquids such as X-ray and neutron-scattering diffraction even in cases of the simplest systems cannot determine completely the characteristics of the molecular volume position [1f,4] . The most current data of these methods [4a,5] allow a description of the internal structure, but do not give any detailed information about the intermolecular arrangement. The results of the methylene chloride study by X-ray scattering diffraction, combined with the dynamic simulation (DS) calculations, may be presented as a good example of such a situation [4a] . The two interactions CؒؒؒCl and ClؒؒؒCl only contribute to the total intermolecular radial distribution extracted from the experiment. In terms of these data, the possibility of hydrogen bond formation was not considered, meanwhile this one can play a distinctive role in the phase arrangement of the mentioned compound. Furthermore, the first peak of X-ray distribution function has a complex counter near 2 Å, which may mean the nonequivalence of CCl bonds. In the case of the neutronscattering diffraction, the situation is even more ambiguous than for the X-ray study. It is not possible to resolve the different interactions in the total radial distribution function, especially for deuterated patterns [4c] .
The works devoted to the theoretical treatment of the liquid state include either the quantumchemical calculation (HF, DFT, etc.) [6] or the effective potential study (DS, RISM, MC, etc.) [1a,g,4a,6c,7] . The quantum-chemical calculations describe the distribution of electronic density in isolated molecules and aggregates, containing a restricted number of molecules, therefore this method can-not perform the condensed state as a system of a thick packed bulk. As a consequence of this problem, a number of important liquid properties stay beyond consideration.
In terms of the dynamic simulation study (DS, RISM) or Monte Carlo (MC) method, one can reproduce the volume arrangement of a big molecular ensemble. However, in this theoretical procedure the effective potential describes the intermolecular action via van der Waals or dispersive forces only. By this approximation, it cannot be imagined why such a weak coupling holds the system in a condensed equilibrium state.
In the traditional version it is impossible to understand a number of facts, the basics of which can be formulated as follows:
• In weak charged systems, for example, alkanes, the boiling temperature, in other words the destruction energy of the phase, can be higher than in polar compounds or in systems with the hydrogen bond [1b].
•
It cannot be imagined why weak interactions with energy less than 2 kcal/mol may provide a molecular arrangement in the liquid state [8] .
• The interaction of dipoles in organic fluids should have a certain orientation, however, the molecules in liquids do not have any anisotropy [1a] .
These considerations lead to the conclusion that our knowledge about the structure of organic liquids is not complete. In this paper we have presented the results for the series of typical organic fluids such as methane derivatives, liquid arenes, and alkanes, obtained by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and interpreted by the quantum-chemical methods. In the framework of the three effects, which can be the factors of liquid-state stabilization, the following are performed: (1) the conversion of initial molecule and coexistence of a few shapes in liquid phase; (2) the arising of hydrogen and dihydrogen bonds in the cases when the traditional approach rejects such binding; and (3) the formation of the water complexes involved in the structure of organic solvents.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The IR spectra of organic liquids in the middle-and high-frequency region have "additional" bands that cannot be expected by the normal coordinate's analysis [9] . The observed spectral phenomenon was interpreted as the display of the anharmonicity [10] . Such a version was formed a long time ago and has changed a little so far. The theory of vibrational spectra has initially considered the molecules in an isolated state, i.e., in the gas phase. Meanwhile, many organic compounds have low pressure of vapors and, therefore, weak spectra of gases even in a vacuumed cell [10c] . This situation has led to the addition for the interpretation of internal vibrations of the bands in the spectra of liquid or solid samples. However, in this case some bands were extra. Since every frequency can be worse or better performed either as the line combination of a few other observed frequencies or as a n-multiple repetition of one frequency, the "additional" bands have been assigned to the combination bands or overtones [10b] . In general, as the procedure of the differentiation between fundamental and anharmonic components does not have any strong rules and was made basically by intuition [10a-c,e] , the other variants of assignment have the right to exist.
Conversion of molecular structure in liquid methane halides
In this section, we have reasonably demonstrated by FTIR and density functional theory (DFT) study for several typical organic liquids that the bands, which were interpreted as a manifestation of the anharmonicity, may be caused by the appearance of unusual structures in the condensed phase.
The IR spectra of haloform shapes (CX 3 H), having the C 3V geometry, should show two types of vibrations: HCX bending in the 1400-1000 cm -1 region and CX stretching in the 800-400 cm -1 range [10c]. In reality, there are a few bands in the 1600-1000 cm -1 region that almost do not change their I. Yu. KALAGAEV AND I. I. GRINVALD positions in the spectra of CHCl 3 and CDCl 3 (Fig. 1 , the left-hand side, bands a). Therefore, these bands cannot correspond to hydrogen vibrations. The absence of these bands in the gas phase is confirmed in [11] . For bromoform (CHBr 3 ), similar bands in the 1600-1200 cm -1 range (Fig. 1 , the left-hand side, b) were observed, but unlike the spectra of chloroform, one of the bands is considerably weaker. They were not found in the gas-phase spectra of this compound either [12] . The attribution of the discussed absorption to anharmonic components can be questioned, because this explanation for the very heavy bromine to an even greater degree than for the chlorine atom does not have any physical sense. Therefore, the detected bands were assigned to the manifestation of CX stretching in the structures, differing from the initial (C 3v ) shape.
The low-temperature FTIR spectra of haloforms give to some extent the evidence of the suggested interpretation: we have found in the spectra of CHX 3 films deposited on the NaCl window at 14 K the same bands as in the spectra of a liquid sample. At film heating up to 120 K and cooling it back to 14 K, the bands disappear (Fig. 1 , the right-hand side, c). One can reasonably presume that such behavior of the IR picture is connected with the conversion of less stable structures at this manipulation.
The DFT calculations of chloroform indicate the possibility of transformation of the initial structure (I) in biplane shape (II) (Scheme 1). The energy barrier of transition for chloroform is less than 4 kcal/mol. Two halogen atoms positioned in the XCX plane (Scheme 1, structure II) have positive charges (Table 1) . For bromoform, both structures have closer energies of electronic states (the barrier is lower than 2 kcal/mol). All charges of halogen atoms in bromoform are positive, unlike chloroform (Table 1) . It is known that carben dihalides stabilize owing to the shift of the halogen electron pair to the p-orbital of carbon, as a result the two resonance structures with positive charged halogen atoms can arise [13] . Thus, the obtained data allow one to perform the biplane structure (Scheme 1, structure II) as the complex of the hydrogen halide HX and carben dihalide CX 2 (Scheme 1, structure III). These structures can be considered as an initial point of future molecular transformations in liquid state.
The assignment of vibrations for methylene halides in C 2V shape is similar to C 3V structures in haloforms [10c,e] . At the same time, the FTIR spectra for all CH 2 X 2 halides have additional bands in the 1600-1200 cm -1 region, which are weakly sensitive to deuteration of the initial patterns (Fig. 2 ). The gas-phase spectra do not give the mentioned absorption [14] [15] [16] . As the anharmonic factor for very heavy bromine and especially iodine atoms should be negligible, we have assigned these bands to molecular vibrational modes of the transformed shapes, arising in the liquid phase.
The quantum-chemical calculations for CH 2 Cl 2 , CH 2 Br 2 were carried out by DFT method (B3LYP/6-311G++(2d,2p)) and for CH 2 I 2 by MP4(SDQ). They predict a small barrier (0.2-3 kcal/mol) for the conversion of the shape with C 2V geometry in C i symmetry structure (Scheme 2, structures IV, V). The charge distribution in methylene halides (CH 2 X 2 ) defines the different design of their spectra (Fig. 2) The IR spectrum of methyl iodide in the CH stretching region (3100-2800 cm -1 ) shows three bands (3051, 2947, and 2828 cm -1 ) one of which (2828 cm -1 ) is split (Fig. 3 , the left-hand side, bands a), whereas the selection rules for C 3V symmetry allow only two bands (A 1 -and E-species). In gasphase spectra, two of the mentioned bands were detected [18] . All these three bands have a strong isotopic shift in CD 3 I (2292, 2140, 2062 cm -1 , respectively), the average isotopic ratio (ν H /ν D ) is 1.36 (theoretical value ~1.41 [10]). Besides two of the discussed bands disappear at low temperature and the other remains (Fig. 3 , the left-hand side, a, b). Therefore, the assignment of peaks at 2863 to overtone and at 2842 cm -1 (here 2828 cm -1 ) to a combination band suggested in [19] is ambiguous.
The reasonable interpretation of this spectral picture can be founded on the presumption that CH 3 I in liquid phase exists in two molecular shapes: with the almost planar CH 3 -fragment and with the pyramidal one. Since the first shape corresponds to D 3h symmetry, for this structure one IR band only is active, meanwhile the vibrations of the pyramidal CH 3 -fragment (C 3V symmetry) give two CH stretching bands (A 1 -and E-species) [17a] . As a result, we should observe three bands in the spectrum, as it is shown in reality.
In the middle IR region (1600-600 cm -1 ), the spectral picture is also a compilation of two kinds of bands, differing in behavior at room and low temperature: the bands 1428, 885 cm -1 disappear in the low-temperature spectra, whereas the bands 1237, 774 cm -1 reproduce in both spectra and shift to 1140, 664 cm -1 at 14 K (Fig. 3, the right-hand side, a, b) .
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Scheme 2 The transformation of C 2V shape (IV) into C i structure (V) for methylene halides. The quantum-chemical study at MP4(SDQ) level of the theory demonstrates the relatively high barrier of molecular transformation for isolated CH 3 I into a planar structure, approximately 32 kcal/mol. However, for the cluster shape, consisting of three oriented along the axes of I-C-I molecules, the energy of the barrier decreases up to 18 kcal/mol. Taking into consideration that such a barrier is quite low for the liquid phase [1b], we can assume that this molecule in condensed state can transform to a shape with an almost planar CH 3 fragment.
Thus, we can conclude that for methane halides the observed FTIR spectra are the manifestation of the existence of transformed structures in liquid phase along with usual shapes.
Hydrogen and dihydrogen bonds
The traditional opinion formulates that the hydrogen bond for organic compounds can arise as a rule for oxygen-hydrogen and nitrogen-hydrogen interaction [1a,b,3g] . The formation of a dihydrogen bond needs the existence of oppositely charged hydrogen atoms [3a] . Nevertheless, for many organic liquids containing hydrogen atoms, in the high-frequency region (higher than 2000 cm -1 ), where the H-stretching vibrations locate, "additional" bands are observed [9] . Although for the H-modes the anharmonic factor is essential, just in this case we can reliably identify the fundamental modes from the anharmonic components by the IR spectra of deuterated patterns. That follows from the basic laws of the vibrational spectra theory: the frequency of harmonic oscillator (ν) should depend on the atomic mass (m), namely, ν~m -1/2 . This relation predicts the ratio (ν H /ν D ) for hydrogen vibrations approximately equal to 2 1/2 [10c].
Hereby, we present the IR data for such typical organic fluids, as haloforms CX 3 H (X = Cl, Br), methylene halides CH 2 X 2 (X = Cl, Br, I), benzene and its monosubstituted derivatives as well as for n-hexane, n-heptane, and n-octane, for which the traditional approach rejects the existence of hydrogen or dihydrogen bonds.
Methane halides
In the IR spectra of methane halides, the bands in 2300-2000 cm -1 region, having strong and similar to CH vibrations in CH n fragment isotopic shift, were observed (Table 2) . Their frequencies depend on the halogen masses analogically to the tendency for hydrogen halides [10e]. As the discussed, bands locate in the same spectral region like the ones of the hydrogen vibrations in nitromethane, acid hydrates (HBrؒnH 2 O), and some other compounds with the bound proton [10e], we can consider this absorption as a manifestation of (CؒؒؒHؒؒؒXؒؒؒ) intermolecular binding, arising in liquid methane halides.
In the high IR region (4500-3600 cm -1 ), we have found the bands (ν 1 -ν 4 ), performed in Table 3 , having isotopic H/D shift close to the one of the CH stretching and bending vibrations in CH n fragment. Since in the presented region there is one suitable analogue for interpretation only, namely, the stretching in H 2 molecule (4200-4100 cm -1 ) [10e], we have assigned the detected bands to intermolecular dihydrogen bond stretching. Thick packing in the condensed phase causes a strong interaction of hydrogen atoms in the neighboring molecules and can lead to the formation of the dihydrogen fragment.
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Arenes
Another example of the unusual self-association in organic liquids is benzene. For the planar structure of this compound (D 6h symmetry) one active CH stretching vibration in IR spectrum (E 1u -species) is allowed. However, the IR spectra in the CH stretching region demonstrate three bands (Fig. 4) . In the gas-phase spectra, there is one band only [21] .
This spectral picture can be interpreted as the manifestation of two molecular shapes, existing in liquid phase: initial planar (D 6h symmetry, band a in Fig. 4 ) and nonplanar (C 3V symmetry, bands b in Fig. 4) formed at the bending of CH bonds from the carbon cycle. To the last structure, two active CH stretching vibrations (A 1 -and E-species), corresponding to the C nv symmetry group, can be assigned.
© 2012, IUPAC
Pure Appl. Chem., Vol. 85, No. 1, pp. 135-148, 2013 Supramolecular structures in organic solvents 141 At the same time in the middle IR region two extra bands at 1952, 1814 cm -1 are found (Table 4) , which cannot be assigned to the known internal vibration modes [10, 21] . These bands have a strong isotopic shift, close to one for the CH vibration of aromatic ring [21] . The bands were not found in the gasphase spectra [21] . The spectra of substituted benzenes give some evidence of our version: instead of two bands (in the spectra of benzene) these bands demonstrate a few components (Table 4) . Such a spectral picture may be caused by the nonequivalence of hydrogen atoms in different position in the carbon ring (ortho-, meta-, and para-positions). Since the probability of π-binding for all hydrogen atoms is approximately equal, we can explain such a spectral effect by the arising of different hydrogen π-interaction owing to the nonequivalence of hydrogen atoms in substituted benzenes.
The quantum-chemical calculations predict the possibility of π-cluster formation for benzene even in the gas phase [22] . Two molecular shapes, having a low transition barrier, can exist: the shape with T-configuration and the one with parallel disposition of aromatic rings (Fig. 5 , structures VI and VII, respectively). On this ground, we have assigned the bands listed in Table 4 to stretching of π-bounded hydrogen atoms bent on the angle α from the carbon cycle in structures with parallel or T-deposited aromatic rings.
Alkanes
In the spectra of n-hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, we have revealed a group of bands in the high-frequency region (3800-3400 cm -1 ) (they are labeled a in Fig. 6 ). The bands are not shown in the gasphase spectra [23] . The complicated configuration of this absorption and its strong isotopic H/D shift in full deuterated pattern (the bands b in Fig. 6 ), similar to the isotopic shift of internal CH-stretching vibrations (the average isotopic ratio ν H /ν D is 1.31 and 1.34, respectively), justify the assignment of these bands to the vibrations of dihydrogen bond in liquid saturated hydrocarbons. The existence of dihydrogen bonds for alkanes looks especially unexpected, since the hydrogen atoms are weakly activated here and should be at first sight equally charged. Nevertheless, for these compounds the hydrogen interaction, leading to the conformational isomerism, is known [1b] . As the diatomic distances for such an interaction are comparable with the intermolecular ones in the liquid state [1a,b,3a,g,24] , we can assume that the thick packing of molecules in the condensed phase can cause the appearance of intermolecular dihydrogen binding.
Water involved in molecular arrangement of organic liquids
The behavior of water in an organic medium is a very important phenomenon, which attracts much attention due to the possibility of different types of interactions [25] . The organic compound-water systems have been extensively examined by many authors [1b,26,27] . Common knowledge explains the nature of water binding with organic molecules by weak van der Waals or dispersive forces. The known IR data show that for the dissolved water intermediates the stretching vibrations locate in typical H 2 O absorption region (3400-3700 cm -1 ) [27, 28] . In the quoted literature, the possibility of complex formation for organic molecules with water clusters and hydroxonium cation in particular was not considered. Meanwhile, the mentioned water-transformed shapes are revealed even in the gas phase [26b], therefore, they should have been included in the study of the aggregated shapes.
We have observed in the high frequencies region for nitromethane the bands of two types (bands a and b in Fig. 7 , the left-hand side). The first of them have an expected (H/D) shift (they are labeled a), but the others are weakly sensitive to deuteration (they are labeled b). These bands cannot be the display of impurity as the recorded spectra remain at distillation and for the pattern of a different origin. There is not any suitable unit (non-sensitive to deuteration of CH 3 group in initial molecule), having vibrations in the discussed region. At the inputting into the system of heavy water, the new weak bands at 2118 and 1992 cm -1 were found (sample preparation and preliminary IR data obtained at room temperature are described in [29] ). The calculated isotopic ratios for these bands (ν H /ν D ), being 1.38 and 1.39 respectively, are in good agreement with the theoretical value. In low-temperature spectra, recorded after deposition on the cooled (14 K) NaCl window, the relation of band intensities considerably changes in contrast to the absorbance in other regions (Fig. 7 , the left-hand side). Such a behavior of the revealed bands means the existence of two different mixed components. In the presented spectral range there is no suitable analogue for the interpretation, except water stretching. That is why the con-© 2012, IUPAC Pure Appl. Chem., Vol. 85, No. 1, pp. 135-148, 2013 Supramolecular structures in organic solvents 143 sidered absorbance (the bands b in Fig. 7 ) can be assigned to the stretching in complexes of bound water. For acetonitrile as well as for nitromethane we have detected in the high-frequency region the bands, which are sensitive to deuteration (they are labeled a in Fig. 7 , the right-hand side) and the ones, having small isotopic shift at H/D substitution (they are labeled b in Fig. 7 , the right-hand side). These bands change their relevant intensities in spectra, recorded after deposition on the cooled (14 K) NaCl window (Fig. 7 , the right-hand side). Thus, we can assign the found bands as well as for nitromethane to water stretching in adducts. In both cases, the bands do not have a dependence on the water concentration and remain after vacuum distillation under basic. It should be noted that one band for nitromethane (3586 cm -1 ) and two bands for acetonitrile (3635, 3540 cm -1 ) in the typical OH-stretching region were observed.
The FTIR spectra of nitromethane and its CD 3 -analogue in the middle IR region (2000-1100 cm -1 ) are presented in Fig. 8 , the left-hand side. The band 1377 cm -1 (room temperature), having an expected isotopic H/D shift assigns to the mixed vibration [αHCH + Q(CN)] [30] . At the same time, the found double band with maximums at 1404 and 1425 cm -1 weakly shifts at deuteration. Since the mixed [αHCH + Q(CN)] vibration should be sensitive to the deuteration, we have assigned the mentioned double band to the vibrations of non-initial component, namely, to the bending of bound water.
For the acetonitrile, the band 1375 cm -1 (Fig. 8 , the right-hand side), having a strong isotopic shift, assigns to the [αHCH + Q(CC)] vibration [31] . The stretching vibration Q(CC) is strongly mixed in the form with CH 3 -bending and should have quite a strong isotopic shift [10c,31] . However, the twin band with maximums at 1445, 1420 cm -1 shifts considerably less than might be expected. From this point of view, this band may be associated with the bending vibration of the water molecule in a complex with the organic solvent.
We could not find bands that might be assigned to the bending of bound D 2 O. The problem is that the supposed region of D 2 O bending is overlapped by strong bands of organic solvents. However, another interpretation will depend on the following reason: two pairs of bands (1425, 1404 cm -1 for nitromethane and 1445, 1420 cm -1 for acetonitrile) are closely located, meanwhile, the vibrations in nitromethane, which should have no isotopic shift, cannot copy the position and counter of the analogical bands in acetonitrile.
In the recent work, we have tried to give insight into the electronic structure of these unusual intermediates by DFT calculations. The main results indicate the formation of not only weakly bounded H 2 O complexes, but also the transformation of these complexes in more stable H 3 O + adducts. In the case of nitromethane, the H 2 O molecule is bound with the organic fragment via the hydrogen atom of the methyl group (Scheme 3, a) . It simplifies the formation of the H 3 O + complex, owing to the transfer of the hydrogen atom from the methyl group to the water molecule.
The calculations for acetonitrile do not predict the formation of complexes between the hydrogen atom of the methyl group and water fragment. However, according to the computational study the hydrogen atom of water can shift to the nitrogen atom of the CN-group in the complex. This intermediate is the source of the further hydrogen migration of other H 2 O molecules with formation of H 3 O + adducts (Scheme 3, b) .
Thereby, we conclude that water molecules may be involved in the supramolecular structure of organic solvents in consequence of hydrogen transfer and play an important role in the molecular arrangement of organic liquids.
© 2012, IUPAC Pure Appl. Chem., Vol. 85, No. 1, pp. 135-148, 2013 Supramolecular structures in organic solvents 145 (b) , recorded at room temperature and the spectra recorded at 14 K (c), the left-hand side; for acetonitrile (a) and acetonitrile-d 3 (b) , recorded at room temperature and the spectra recorded for the film, deposited at 14 K (c), the right-hand side.
Scheme 3
The formation and conversion in the water intermediates: a -for nitromethane, b -for acetonitrile.
CONCLUSION
One may reasonably doubt that the nature of the thick packing and high stability of the liquid phase can be provided in general by the very weak van der Waals or dispersive forces only. As we have shown, the liquid state is a supramolecular system, forming due to the complicated molecular interactions. The main interactions can be formulated as follows:
• The balance of different molecular shapes of one initial compound leads to partial spending of the input energy for the transformation between these structures and therefore the energy of the phase destruction decreases.
•
The hydrogen and dihydrogen bonds in the condensed phase can appear even in cases when the traditional approach rejects the formation of these bonds. These bonds probably arise owing to the thick packing in condensed phase. • Water may be incorporated into the molecular structure of organic liquids like in biological systems (proteins, ferments, etc.) [32] .
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE
For recording of IR spectra, the commercial materials with 99.9 % purity have been used. The measurement by Fourier spectrophotometer FSM 1202 and NaCl cells with the constant thickness 0.1 and 0.2 mm was carried out. For the low-temperature experiment, the standard technique of closed-cycle refrigerator ARS model CSE-202A has been applied. The quantum-chemical calculations were carried out by the DFT method at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d, 2p) level and MP theory at the MP4(SDQ) level [6a] . In the calculations of interaction energy, the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise (CP) technique was employed [33a] . All the located minima were subjected to the subsequent frequency calculation in order to validate the stationary point type and made the zero-point energy (ZPE) correction to the binding energy [33b] . The Gaussian 03 program [34] , licensed in the Nizhny Novgorod Lobachevsky State University, was used. These results were obtained with the assistance of Prof. S. K. Ignatov and Associate Prof. A. G. Razuvaev.
